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Many applications in emerging scenarios, such as autonomous vehicles, intelligent robots, and industrial
automation, are safety-critical with strict timing requirements. However, the development of real-time systems
is error-prone and highly dependent on sophisticated domain expertise, making it a costly process. This paper
utilises the principles of model-driven engineering (MDE) and proposes two methodologies to automate the
development of real-time Java applications. The irst one automatically converts standard time-sharing Java
applications to real-time Java applications, using a series of transformations. It is in line with the observed
industrial trend, such as for the big data technology, of redeveloping existing software without the real-time
notion to realise the real-time features. The second one allows users to automatically generate real-time Java
application templates with a light-weight modelling language, which can be used to deine the real-time
properties Ð essentially a synthesis process. This paper opens up a new research direction on development
automation of real-time programming languages and inspires many research questions that can be jointly
investigated by the embedded systems, programming languages as well as MDE communities.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Stringent temporal requirements are widely encountered in emerging scenarios like autonomous
vehicles, intelligent robots, and industrial automation that support safety-critical applications. A
real-time system must react to stimuli from the environment (including the passage of physical
time) within time intervals dictated by the environment [10]. In [29], the author classiies system
failure modes into random failures and systematic failures, the latter contributing to hazards that
could lead to incidents with catastrophic consequences. Systematic failures can be further classiied
into functional failures and timing failures. It is imperative to ensure that a safety-critical system
imposes correct timing requirements and at the same time, that such requirements are satisied by
the system's timing behaviour. Demonstrating real-time properties forms key evidence in certifying
the safety of a system.
Due to the high productivity, portability and relatively low maintenance cost, the Java programming language has received extensive attention in the real-time and safety-critical domains [24, 54].
For instance, Java was adopted in [35] and [34] to reduce distributed computing latency in an
uniied cloud-based platform for autonomous vehicles. However, these works have been developed
focusing on functionality with limited consideration of timing and safety guarantee, especially
when the complex perception functions are involved. As mandated by safety regulations, such as
the ISO 26262 for automotive systems and IEC 61508 for functional safety, hard real-time constraints
are essential to guarantee safety of the system (e.g., the vehicle) and its surrounding environment.
Thus, there is a need to push these existing works towards the real-time regime.
There is a tendency that matured Java techniques (which were developed without the notion of
real-time) are re-developed to possess real-time properties (e.g., real-time big data systems [21]
and real-time stream processing techniques [37]). The major reason is that, those simple and
conservative methods (like leaving large safety margins) that were deployed in practice are losing
ground, with ever more complicated functionality, higher timing-related performance requirements
and limited resources on the emerging real-time applications [3, 14ś16].
Despite its popularity, standard Java does not provide real-time related facilities such as thread
scheduling, resource sharing control, memory management, etc., which are essential to achieve
predictability [11] in terms of temporal behaviour. This has motivated the development of the
Real-Time Speciication for Java (RTSJ) [8]. RTSJ reserves intrinsic advantages of Java, and provides
plenty of real-time facilities to guarantee system temporal behaviour. However, RTSJ is arguably
harder to use than standard Java due to its rather complex real-time facilities.
Compared to generic time-sharing applications in Java, developing real-time applications using
RTSJ depends greatly on the level of expertise in real-time systems design, and requires thorough
understanding of its speciication. Developing with RTSJ is also an error-prone task due to the
complexity of the source code. All of the above make the development of real-time applications a
costly process. In addition, although there have been system analysis and veriication techniques [40]
to ensure correctness in the design phase, in terms of both logical and temporal behaviour, it remains
an open and challenging problem of how to eliminate human-related erroneous factors (e.g., caused
by limited understanding of the real-time concepts and insuicient experience with RTSJ facilities).
The safety-critical nature in many real-time application domains ampliies the impact of such
concerns.
Model-driven engineering (MDE) is a contemporary software development paradigm, which
promotes models as irst-class artefacts. Based on models, developers are able to perform a series of
model management operations in an automated manner, and eventually produce software artefacts,
such as documentation and working code. This reduces the amount of time required to develop
a system and thus improves the productivity of software engineers, by at least a factor of 10 in
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many cases [26, 28]. Adopting MDE also reduces the number of errors throughout the development
process and improves consistency [63]. In addition, MDE can be applied to any domain to achieve
automation, due to the concept of domain-speciic modelling and the interoperability provided by
the model management operations, which can be executed in an automated manner.
An initial attempt to automate the development of real-time Java applications based on MDE
has been made in [17], which proposes a toolchain that transfers standard Java applications into
real-time ones by RTSJ. However, transformation is only provided from certain basic elements in
Java (e.g., Java threads to RTSJ threads), and it is not a comprehensive approach for automating the
transformation of the entire run-time environment. In addition, it does not consider the scenario
where a standard Java reference implementation is not available for such a transformation.
In this paper, we apply the principles of MDE in the domain of real-time programming with
Java. Ωe propose two methodologies to automate the development of real-time Java applications.
Note that the term łreal-time Javaž indicates real-time systems (i.e., systems with strict temporal
requirements) that are developed by Java semantics (e.g., RTSJ). The irst methodology is able to
automatically convert existing time-sharing Java applications to real-time applications in RTSJ,
through a series of model management operations. The output software is in full compliance to the
RTSJ speciication, with dependencies on the RTSJ runtime environment supporting scheduling,
memory management, resource sharing, asynchrony, etc. In comparison to [17], asynchronous
event handling as a major component in Java is included, and asynchronous transfer of control is
enabled to make a comprehensive automated transformation of the entire run-time environment.
The second one allows users to directly generate a RTSJ-compliant application template with a
light-weight modelling language, where users can deine customised real-time properties (e.g.,
scheduling parameters and resource sharing methods) for their objects in these RTSJ models.
This is essentially a synthesis process, and especially valuable when a standard Java reference
implementation is not available (e.g., to develop a new RTSJ application). The automation toolchain
and modelling process associated with the proposed methodologies are explained in Sections 4
and 5, respectively.
These two methodologies enable the developers with limited real-time background to develop
real-time applications with high software development eiciency. The output real-time application
is veriied automatically by the applied methods via the predeined analysis (e.g., the temporal analysis). Due to the application of MDE techniques, the productivity and consistency are signiicantly
improved throughout the development process. In addition, human-related errors (e.g., implementation mistakes) are eliminated in the automation. The scientiic challenges addressed and hidden
issues discovered towards automatic generation of real-time applications with MDE techniques are
also discussed. Furthermore, Ωe identify and describe several future research directions beyond
this paper.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides a review of the MDE technology
and its application in the real-time systems development. Section 3 describes the real-time Java,
The proposed Java to RTSJ transformation methodology and its associated toolchain are reported in
Section 4 with detailed transformation approaches. Section 5 presents the proposed RTSJ application
synthesis methodology via a light-weight modelling language, which provides an alternative when
the standard Java source code is not available as input. Section 6 outlines open questions and
possible research directions that are introduced by the proposed methodologies. Finally, Section 7
gives the conclusion.
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2 MODEL-DRIVEN ENGINEERING
Modelling is an essential part of any system engineering process. Engineers of all disciplines
construct models of the systems they intend to build to capture, test and validate their system
design ideas with other stakeholders before committing to a long and costly production process.
MDE is a software engineering methodology that aims to reduce the complexity of software
systems by promoting models that focus on the essential complexity of systems, as the irst-class
artefacts of the software development process. In contrast to traditional software development
methodologies, where models are mainly used for communication and post-mortem documentation
process (e.g. with UML diagrams), in MDE, models are the main living and evolving artefacts from
which concrete software development artefacts can be produced in an analysable and automated
fashion.
MDE was proposed at the time when object-oriented techniques reached a point of exhaustion
[7, 44]. MDE constitutes the latest paradigm shift in software engineering as it raises the level of
abstraction beyond that provided by 3rd generation programming languages. In recent studies,
MDE has been shown to increase the productivity of developers by as much as a factor of 10
[26, 28], and signiicantly enhance important aspects of the software development process such as
maintainability, consistency and traceability [38].
There are two important aspects of MDE Ð (i) domain-speciic modelling, where domain experts
create their own domain-speciic modelling languages (DSMLs) to capture the concepts in their
domain (and create instances of their DSMLs to model their systems), without concerns of lowerlevel implementation details (such as what programming language and what types of database
to use, etc.); (ii) model management operations, which are programs performed on models in an
automated manner to generate software engineering artefacts. Model management operations
typically include, but are not limited to:
• Text-to-Model Transformation (T2M): to convert text (such as source code) into models based
on parsing rules deined in the transformation;
• Model Validation: to check the well-formedness of models, as well as custom constraints
against the elements in models;
• Model-to-Model Transformation (M2M): to interoperate between diferent modelling technologies, where one type of model is transformed into another type;
• Model-to-Text Transformation (M2T): to generate text based on the contents of the model
(e.g., documentation generation and source code generation);
• Model Comparison: to compare diferent versions of a model to ind out what is changed;
• Model Merging: to integrate models deined by diferent parties but share model elements.
There are a wide range of tools to create domain-speciic modelling languages (DSMLs), such as
Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [51], Eclipse-based UML tools [33], MagicDraw [36] and SySML
[52]. Amongst these tools, EMF has been widely adopted for its easy-to-use Ecore metamodel,
with which the developers are able to create their DSMLs in UML-like diagrams, and may use the
created models to generate Java source code. An example Flowchart metamodel created using EMF
is shown in Listing 1. Ωith the Flowchart metamodel, developers are able to create instances of the
metamodel (namely Flowchart models). An example lowchart model is shown in Figure 1.
@namespace(uri="flowchart", prefix="flowchart")
package flowchart;
abstract class NamedElement {
attr String[1] name;
}
class Flowchart extends NamedElement {
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val Node[*] nodes;
val Transition[*] transitions;
}
abstract class Node extends NamedElement {
ref Transition[*]#source outgoing;
ref Transition[*]#target incoming;
}
class Transition extends NamedElement {
ref Node[1]#outgoing source;
ref Node[1]#incoming target;
}
class Action extends Node { }
class Decision extends Node { }
class Subflow extends Flowchart, Node { }

Listing 1. Example Flowchart metamodel

Fig. 1. An example Flowchart model

In EMF, models are XML-based documents which can be consumed by model management
programs. In Listing 2, an example model-to-text transformation program is presented, which can
be used to create HTML documents based on the Flowchart model in Figure 1. In this way, the
development time for these HTML documents can be signiicantly reduced due to the automation
introduced by the model transformation. It is to be noted that due to the high lexibility of modelto-text transformation, the target document can be of any type, including source code written in
any programming language.
[% import 'util.eol'; %]
<h1>[%=action.name%]<⁄h1>
<br⁄>
[%var nextSteps = action.outgoing.collect(t : Transition | t.target);%]
[% if (not nextSteps.isEmpty()) { %]
<a href="[%=nextSteps.first().name.clean()%].html">Next step<⁄a>
[% } else { %]
<b>finished<⁄b>
[% } %]
ACM Trans. Embedd. Comput. Syst., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: April 2020.
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Listing 2. Example model-to-text transformation to generate HTML documents

MDE has been applied to a variety of domains with proven beneits. In [31] MDE is applied to
transform model query languages to MySQL queries to reduce the efort and error rates in manually
creating MySQL queries. In [63], MDE is applied to automatically generate fully functional graphical
editors for UML proiles. In [5], MDE is applied to transform natural languages to database query
languages to form complex query using simple natural language grammars. In [57], MDE is
considered to be the foundation of run-time safety assurance of Cyber-Physical Systems.
Developing real-time systems using model-based approaches has been explored in the community [27, 55]. However, none of these works study the migration from standard Java to real-time Java.
In addition, many of the past eforts rely on the notion of model-driven architecture, which is an
outdated model based practice and lacks tool support. By applying MDE techniques, as previously
described, real-time system developers can beneit from the productivity gain from MDE, as well
as the consistency and maintainability through automation provided by MDE.
3 REAL-TIME SPECIFICATION FOR JAVA
The Real-Time Speciication for Java (RTSJ) was originally developed as Java Special Request
1 under the Java Community Process in 20011 . Since then, RTSJ has been well practised in a
wide range of application domains, including automotive, manufacturing control, avionics and
information systems [25, 50, 55, 56]. For instance, RTSJ has been applied to the auto-pilot system of
an unmanned aerial vehicle, which is the irst Java-based system that meets all Boeing's operational
requirements for test lights [1]. Jcoap, implemented using RTSJ, provides real-time communications
for IoT systems [32]. In [20], RTSJ has been applied in a real-time big data processing systems
with FPGA-based hardware acceleration. In industry, JamaicaCAR developed by both Acis and
Perrone Robotics2 provides a lightweight application framework for car headunits and in-vehicle
information systems. In addition, Acis and CLAAS3 present solutions (namely Jamaica-IoT ) for
digital factory and manufacturing, which enables deployment and operation of data analytics and
control logic at the network's edge.
The RTSJ is designed to support both hard and soft real-time applications. This speciication
consists of two major components Ð (i) extensions from the Java programming language; and (ii)
modiications on the semantics of the standard Java Virtual Machines (JVM) [8]. In this section, we
briely review the programming speciication of RTSJ, together with its reference implementations
as well as the supporting Virtual Machines (VM). Detailed descriptions of each RTSJ facility and
the application examples can be found in [10] and [58].
3.1 Programming Specification
There are several major extensions to the standard Java language that are provided in the package javax.realtime, including task scheduling and dispatching, memory management, shared
resource control, asynchronous event handling, etc.
One major facility provided in RTSJ isjavax.RealtimeThread, which takes a set of schedulingrelated parameters (e.g., priority, period and deadline) specifying a real-time thread's release,
execution and timing properties. Three types of threads are derived from this entity: periodic, sporadic and aperiodic, depending on the input release parameter assigned to the thread's constructor
1 https:⁄⁄jcp.org⁄en⁄jsr⁄detail?id=1
2 https:⁄⁄www.perronerobotics.com
3 https:⁄⁄www.claas.ca
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method. In addition, a set of asynchronous event handlers are provided to allow user-deined actions
in the cases of deadline miss or budge overrun. By default, the real-time threads are scheduled by a
preemptive ixed-priority scheduler, but user-deined scheduling and dispatching policies are also
possible.
Another important extension is the real-time memory management model. In RTSJ, a set of
memory management facilities are provided in RTSJ (e.g.,ImmortalMemory and ScopedMemory) to
allow the construction of self-deined memory models. However, RTSJ imposes a set of memory
accessing rules that restrict memory-accessing behaviours to prevent dangling reference (i.e., references that point to objects in reclaimed memory blocks). Ωith memory management model deined,
the standard Java garbage collector is no longer required so that its unpredictable interference is
avoided at run-time. Later, a real-time garbage collector is provided by JamaicaVM (see Section 3.2),
which allows the use of Heap memory and eases the development of RTSJ applications by avoiding
building complex memory models.
In the presence of shared objects, RTSJ provides several resource sharing policies like priority
Inheritance [47] and Priority Ceiling Protocol (PCP) [41]. Among these protocols, the PCP yields
minimal blocking time (i.e., one critical section only) and guarantee dead-lock free resource accesses.
In addition, asynchrony is well handled via a set of asynchronous event handling facilities. Finally, a
set of time-related facilities (e.g., real-time system clock and HighResolutionTime with granularity
of nanoseconds) are supported.
3.2

RTSJ Implementations and VMs

RTSJ was irstly implemented by TimeSys4 . This implementation (i.e., a RTSJ-compliant VM and
a RTSJ reference implementation) supports all versions of Linux. Later, Aicas GmbH5 provided a
diferent RTSJ implementation in their JamaicaVM, supporting a wide range of real-time operating
systems, such as Linux, VxΩorks and QNX. In addition, there are also other virtual machines which
are compliant with RTSJ, e.g., jRate6 , OVM [4] and Aero JVM7 .
Among these VMs, JamaicaVM provides hard real-time guarantees and is the mostly adopted
VM for executing RTSJ applications. Currently, JamaicaVM supports RTSJ V1.0.2 and is working
towards RTSJ 2.0 implementation based on Java 8. In particular, a real-time Garbage Collector
(GC) is supported by JamaicaVM [48]. This GC executes each time when threads issues requests to
allocate an object in a preemptable fashion, and will not interrupt application threads. In JamaicaVM
manual8 , an analytical approach for measuring worst-case execution time in the presence of the
real-time garbage collector is provided.
In total, thirty-eight priority levels are supported by this VM, where priority levels 11-38 are
designated for real-time threads (through the class RealtimeThread) and priority levels 1-10 are
designated to standard Java threads. That means JamaicaVM is also compliant with the standard
non real-time threads. In this work, we assume that each thread in the given application will be
mapped to a real-time thread, and each real-time thread has a unique priority.
3.3 Targeted RTSJ Run-Time Environment
In testing the feasibility of our approach, we assume a simple but widely applied real-time system
model. Standard Java applications in uniprocessor systems are transformed to real-time applications,
where Java threads can be converted to either periodic or aperiodic real-time threads, with their
4 https:⁄⁄www.timesys.com
5 https:⁄⁄www.aicas.com⁄cms⁄en
6 http:⁄⁄jrate.sourceforge.net⁄
7 http:⁄⁄www.aero-project.org
8 https:⁄⁄www.aicas.com⁄cms⁄sites⁄default⁄iles⁄JamaicaVM-8.2-manual-web.pdf
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Fig. 2. Time-sharing applications to real-time applications migration

release parameters pre-deined in the application requirements. The Fixed-Priority Preemptive
Scheduling (FPPS) policy is taken for coordinating executions of real-time threads due to its being
widely applied and well-supported exact schedulability test. The scheduling policy is set by the
underlying real-time operating system (e.g., RTEMS [43]) and not conigurable by the proposed
toolchain. Other scheduling policies can be used, as long as they have schedulability tests in place,
such as the Earliest Deadline First scheduling with the Processor Demand Analysis [12].
In addition, threads can access shared objects, but they must do so with the PCP applied, which
is an optimal resource sharing solution in uni-processor systems (i.e., deadlock-free and minimised
blocking time) [18]. JamaicaVM v8.5 (with RTSJ v1.0.2 and Java 1.5) is used as the underlying virtual
machine. Finally, Memory management is handled by the real-time GC provided by JamaicaVM.
4 JAVA TO REAL-TIME JAVA TRANSFORMATION
The structure of our irst proposed methodology is shown in Figure 2. The irst step in our approach
is the reverse engineering of the Java programs into models. In order to do this, we use a Text-toModel transformation to convert the source code of standard Java applications (i.e. without real-time
properties) into Java models. In addition to the Java source code, we also take a list of real-time
application requirements that provide necessary information, e.g., the worst-case execution time
(ΩCET), period, priority, and deadline of each thread, for building a real-time system. To ensure the
temporal requirements, the ΩCET of each task provided by the users should be either measured or
analysed considering the underlying hardware.
Ωith the two inputs, a Java model that conforms to the Java metamodel is produced. Ωith
the Java model, there is a need to perform a model validation to check if the given application is
capable to satisfy all the temporal requirement after being transformed to a real-time application.
If the model validation passes (the response time of each real-time thread is equal to or less than
its deadline), it means that the to be transformed application is schedulable. Ωe then perform a
model-to-model transformation to transform the Java model to the target Java model (named Java
Model′) which uses RTSJ Java constructs. This transformation is a endogenous transformation
- that the target model also conforms to the Java Metamodel (for RTSJ does not introduce new
language syntax in Java). The transformation is derived based on our knowledge in RTSJ and our
deined mappings from standard Java classes to RTSJ classes. The target Java Model′ is then used
as an input for a model-to-text transformation, which is responsible to transform Java models back
to Java source code.
ACM Trans. Embedd. Comput. Syst., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: April 2020.
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Fig. 3. Discovering Java a model from Java source code

Ωith the proposed approach, applications developed originally in standard Java can be automatically converted to real-time applications based on RTSJ, and are directly executable on JamaicaVM.
The whole conversion process is conducted without intervention of software developers, and
hence, eliminates human-related erroneous factors. In addition, the proposed methodology removes
the need of expertise in the real-time systems design and necessary knowledge of any targeted
real-time programming speciication. Consequently, the cost for real-time systems development
can be signiicantly reduced with the high productivity brought by MDE. In the following sections,
we will discuss the transformations involved in the approach individually.
4.1

Reverse Engineering Transformation (T2M)

The reverse engineering transformation is the very irst transformation in the tool chain. Reverse
engineering transformation is also normally referred to as Model Discovery, in the sense that a
model is discovered from the source code. There are a number of available tools and approaches
that are capable of performing this task. For example, JaMopp [23], Spoon [39] and MoDisco [9]
are all feasible tools to perform reverse engineering from Java. It is to be noted that in this step,
there is a strict requirement for model discovery in our proposed approach, that there shall be no
information loss during the model discovery. This is typically due to the fact that the discovered
model will be analysed, changed and then transformed back to the source code. If there is any
information loss, the eventual transformed source code is not complete.
Our proposed reverse engineering transformation is presented in Figure 3. The Java source
code and the real-time application requirements (we assume here that this would be a Java class
with static ields) are irstly parsed into an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST), which is a very low-level
representation model of the Java source code. The problem with ASTs is that they are diicult to
navigate and analyse. Therefore, an AST simpliication is performed to produce the discovered Java
model that conforms to the Java Metamodel. The AST simpliication is a reversible procedure, so
that even if the discovered Java model is changed, the inverse of the AST simpliication is still able
to produce an AST that preserves all the original information (with changes applied to the AST).
ACM Trans. Embedd. Comput. Syst., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: April 2020.
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Ωith the discovered Java model, a model validation is performed to check whether the given
application can meet its timing constraints deined in its real-time application requirements. The
validation process irst checks whether the given requirements are consistent with the input Java
source code (e.g., whether threads' ids in the application are consistent with the ones given by the
requirement). The real-time application requirements provide full thread releasing and scheduling
information for each thread that needs to be transferred to real-time threads.
Then (assuming threads deined in the requirements are consistent with the source code), an
analysis is performed to verify the timing properties of each real-time thread using the Response
Time Analysis (RTA) discussed in [2]. For a given task τi in the targeted system, the worst-case
response time Ri is then calculated by adding the task ΩCET Ci , the blocking time Bi and the
interference time due to preemptions from higher-priority tasks Ii :
Ri = Ci + Bi + Ii
= Ci + Bi +

Õ  Ri 
Cj
Tj

(1)

j ∈hp(i)

where ⌈·⌉ denotes the ceiling function and hp(i) returns the set of tasks that have higher priorities
than τi 's priority (denoted as Pri(τi ) in the following equations).
In the presence of shared resources, Ci is further extended to include the time that τi spends on
executing with each shared resources, as shown in (2).
Õ
Ci = W CETi +
Nik c k
(2)
r k ∈F (τi )

where W CETi denotes the ΩCET of τi without accessing any shared resources, F (τi ) gives a set
of resources accessed by τi , c k gives the ΩCET of a given resource k and Nik returns the number
of access τi can issue to resource k in one release. It is to be noted that, as described in [49], the
overhead cost by the real-time GC for allocating objects are included into the ΩCET of each thread,
which should be pre-deined in the application requirements based on memory usage of each thread
(i.e., keyword new).
The blocking time Bi indicates the time period that task τi is prevented from executing due to
either non-preemptive sections from the underlying operating system or a low-priority thread that
accesses a shared resource with a ceiling priority higher than Pri(τi ).
Bi = max {cˆi , b̂}

(3)

in which cˆi denotes blocking due to resource access and b̂ gives the longest non-preemptive section
period in the underlying operating system. Finally, cˆi is computed by (4) with PCP assumed. It is to
be noted that the value of b̂ depends on the operating system and underlying hardware, and should
be measured and reported in the input application requirements.
k
cˆi = max{c k |Nlp
> 0 ∧ Pri(r k ) ≥ Pri(τi )}

(4)

This equation inds all resources that are accessed by tasks with a lower priority but have a higher
ceiling priority than Pri(τi ), and returns the longest critical section among these resources as the
worst-case blocking time for τi .
Ωith the above analysis, the worst-case response time for each release of the application threads
is bounded. If the system validation yields a schedulable system with given threads' scheduling
parameters in the requirement, the proposed methodology processed to the next step, where it
transfers the standard Java model to the real-time Java model based on the pre-generated metamodel.
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Fig. 4. Example transformation rule Thread2RealtimeThread

However, the current version of model validation heavily depends on system requirement for
pre-measured computation cost of each thread and shared resource. In the future, mature worst-case
execution time measuring techniques can be integrated into the proposed toolchain for a higher
degree of automation.
4.3 RTSJ Model Transformation
After the RTA (model validation) test passes, in the next step, a model-to-model transformation
(i.e., block M2M in Figure 2) is performed to migrate the standard Java model to a RTSJ Java model.
It is to be noted that this transformation is endogenous in the sense that RTSJ does not introduce
new Java abstract syntax, therefore the both the source model and the target model conform to
the same Java Metamodel. This migration is performed based on a set of transformation rules,
which specify the mapping from standard Java facilities to RTSJ facilities provided in package
javax.realtime. In this section, we elaborate on two major Java to RTSJ transformations (i.e.,
threads and synchronisation) and then briely describe the transformation rules to resolve RTSJ
run-time environment dependencies.
4.3.1 Standard Threads to RTSJ Threads.
One major diference between standard Java and RTSJ is the schedulable entities (i.e., threads), where
Java uses java.lang.Thread while RTSJ applications relies on javax.realtime.RealtimeThread.
Figure 4 shows an example transformation rule (named Thread2RealtimeThread), which transforms
a standard Java thread into a real-time thread.
On the left side of the igure is the source model of the transformation. The source model contains
a number of standard Java threads that are extracted from the input source code. The transformation
rule maps each standard Java thread to a real-time thread in RTSJ, as seen in the target model.
In the source model, each thread is associated with a explicitly deined java.lang.Runnable
object, which contains all functionality implementations that should be executed by this thread.
This Runnable object will be passed directly into the run() method9 of the real-time thread
constructed during this transformation phase. In addition, each standard Java thread may also
deine an optional faultRecovery() method, which contains recovery operations to be performed
in situations where the thread misses its deadline. The transformation rule transforms the code in the
9 This

Runnable object does not replace the Runnable of the real-time thread. It is passed into the real-time thread and
executed by invoking its run() method for the execution of the logic implementation. The run() method of a real-time
thread may contain extra implementation for realising its activation behaviours.
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faultRecovery() method into RTSJ dedicated handlers, in this instance, the transformation creates
a DeadlineMissHandler based on javax.realtime.AsyncEventHandler. If such a method is not
provided, an immediate system shutdown is triggered in case of any deadline misses.
Then, the transformation rule creates RTSJ parameters such as ReleaseParameter and SchedulingParameter to apply timing constraints. As deined in the previous section, the source model also
contains a set of real-time application requirements, which is deined in the form of a Java class
with static ields. In real-time application requirements, a set of release and scheduling parameters
specifying the execution eligibility and temporal proprieties of each thread should be deined by
the users, as shown in Figure 4. Note that a period parameter is mandated for periodic threads, but
should be omitted by those aperiodic threads to facilitate the identiication of various activation
pattern of real-time threads. Listing 3 provides examples of real-time application requirements for
a periodic thread and an aperiodic thread, and IDs of their corresponding standard Java threads.
⁄⁄ Periodic thread pt1
public static final String pt1_jthread = "java_thread1";
public static final String pt1_id = "pt1";
public static final int pt1_period = 250;
public static final int pt1_cost = 200;
public static final int pt1_deadline = 250;
public static final int pt1_priority = 20;
⁄⁄ Aperiodic thread
public static final
public static final
public static final
public static final
public static final

at1
String at1_jthread = "java_thread2";
String at1_id = "at1";
int at1_cost = 30;
int at1_deadline = 50;
int at1_priority = 25;

Listing 3. Example application requirements of real-time threads in RTSJ

During the transformation, the priorities of the threads are constructed as javax.realime.PriorityParameter objects and other parameters (e.g., cost, deadline) are constructed as javax.realtime.ReleaseParameters objects, as shown in Figure 4. Depending on whether a given thread
is associated with a period, the release parameter objects are further transformed into either
PeriodicParameters or AperiodicParameters10 objects provided in java.realtime.package.
In addition, it is to be noted that the DeadlineMissHandler transformed from the pre-deined
faultRecovery() method is also integrated into the ReleaseParameters object, as deined by
the RTSJ speciication.
Ωith above real-time thread parameters and logic constructed, a standard Java thread can be
transformed into a RTSJ thread by passing these parameter objects and the Runnable object into
the construction method, where the Runnable object is called inside the run() method. For periodic
threads, method waitForNextPeriod() is added into its run() method to achieve a periodic release
behaviour. Listing 4 gives the implementation of the transformed periodic real-time thread pt1,
where the parameters given in the application requirement (represented as the SystemSpec.java
ile) are assigned to the periodic thread, and the Runnable object of the corresponding standard
Java thread is assigned to the generated PeriodicThread object. The helper method getThread()
is pre-deined by the proposed methodology and is generated by the tool-chain during model
10 Classes

PeriodicParameters and AperiodicParameters are deined by RTSJ as the sub-classes of ReleaseParametersin
package javax.realtime.
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transformation. In addition, the object deadMissHandler is also generated during model transformation, and takes the faultRecovery() method deined in the input source code as its Runnable
parameter.
Finally, note that as we assume the presence of a real-time GC, real-time threads are allowed to
execute in Heap memory so that memory area parameters associated to the real-time threads are set
as empty, which by default are executed in Heap by JamaicaVM. In addition, it is to be noted that we
used a hybrid (i.e. imperative and declarative) transformation approach. The transformation rule in
Figure 4 is one of the rules we deine for the entire transformation. There are also rule dependencies,
for example, we also deine a faultRecovery2DeadlineMissHandler transformation rule, this rule
should be called within our Thread2RealtimeThread transformation rule. This execution behaviour is
typical for hybrid transformations and we recommend using the Epsilon Transformation Language
[30] to write and execute the transformation. Finally, it is noted that we are not providing any
concrete example of the source code of the standard Java application, as a standard Java thread can
be implemented by various approaches and identiied during the T2M transformation regardless of
its actual implementation, where its runnable() object will be passed directly into the generated
real-time thread for execution.
public class RTPeriodicThread extends RealtimeThread {
public RTPeriodicThread(String name, int priority, int period, int cost, int deadline,
Runnable logic, AsyncEventHandler deadlineMissHandler) {
PriorityParameters priorityP = new PriorityParameters(priority)
PeriodicParameters releaseP = new PeriodicParameters(clock.getTime(), new
RelativeTime(period, 0), new RelativeTime(cost, 0), new
RelativeTime(deadline, 0), null, deadlineMissHandler);
super(priorityP, releaseP, null, null, null);
this.setName(name);
}
@Override
public void run() {
while (!finished) {
logic.run();
waitForNextPeriod();
}
}
}
...
RTPeriodicThread pt1 = new RTPeriodicThread(SystemSpec.pt1_id, SystemSpec.pt1_priority,
SystemSpec.pt1_period, SystemSpec.pt1_cost, SystemSpec.pt1_deadline,
Utility.getThread(SystemSpec.pt1_jthread));

Listing 4. Code example of a transformed periodic thread

4.3.2 Java Synchronisation to Real-Time Resource Control.
Besides thread scheduling, another major diference between standard Java application and RTSJ is
thread synchronisation, where in RTSJ each shared resource must be protected by proper resource
sharing protocols (i.e., javax.realtime.MonitorControl) to ensure bounded resource accessing
time for each resource access. As described in Section 3.3, the PCP is applied in the proposed
toolchain for managing shared resources in transformed RTSJ appellations. This section describes
the transformation rule Lock2RealtimeLock that transforms standard Java synchronisation to RTSJ
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PCP facility11 . In the current version of the proposed toolchain, we assume that each thread can
only access one resource at a time.
To perform proper transformation, we deine a set of rules towards thread synchronisation in
the input source code and real-time application requirements, as described below.
• The user should be aware of all shared objects (i.e., ones that are read and written by more
than one threads) and the threads that access those shared objects in the input Java source
code.
• Each shared resource must be implemented as a class with the required operations implementing its methods properly protected by the standard Java synchronisation approach, i.e.,
via synchronised coding blocks and methods.
• The use of wait(), notify() and notifyAll() facilities in Standard Java are not allowed
for thread synchronisation i.e., threads are not self suspended for accessing shared resources.
• For a given shared resource, say r k , the user should provide its ceiling priority (i.e., the
maximum priority of threads that access r k ) in the real-time application requirements.
In Listing 5, we provide an example of a valid input source code of a shared object class
SharedResource and the associated application requirements conforming to the rules deined
above.
⁄⁄ real-time application requirements
public static final String sr1_id = "sr1";
public static final int sr1_ceiling = 25;
...
⁄⁄ input source code
class SharedResource{
String id;
public synchronised void access(){
critical_section;
}
}
SharedResource sr1 = new SharedResource(sr1_id);

Listing 5. Application requirements and input source code of a shared resource in standard Java

Ωith above rules deined, the standard Java synchronisation approach can be efectively transformed to their real-time resource sharing counterparts. First, in the source Java model generated in
Section 4.1 (i.e., the model that extracts all objects in the input source code) , we are able to identify
all shared objects (i.e., classes) and required operations by detecting the synchronised keyword.
Then, for each object created based on these classes, its associated ceiling priority can be found in
the application requirements. Ωith the above information, RTSJ implementation can be generated
by adding a PriorityCeilingEmulation instance to that object, as given in Listing 6.
The transformation irst generates a PriorityCeilingEmulation instance for the shared object
with its ceiling priority assigned based on the requirements. Then, the control policy for this shared
resource is set to this PCP instance so that each thread that accesses this object will raise its priority,
and later on restore its original priority once the lock is released. This is performed automatically
by JamaicaVM, assuming the transformation is conducted successfully.
11 The

PCP in RTSJ is implemented by class PriorityCeilingEmulation in package javax.realtime by extending class
MonitorControl.
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Fig. 5. Example transformation rule Thread2AsyncEventHandler

⁄⁄ Transformed RTSJ implementation
SharedResource sr1 = new SharedResource(sr1_id);
⁄⁄ With PCP enforced.
PriorityCeilingEmulation pcp = PriorityCeilingEmulation.instance(sr1_ceiling);
MonitorControl.setMonitorControl(sr1, pcp);

Listing 6. An example of RTSJ synchronisation with PCP applied

Finally, note that the priority ceiling priorities of shared objects must be correctly assigned in the
real-time application requirements. Otherwise (e.g., the ceiling is lower than that of the accessing
thread), a CeilingViolationException will be thrown by JamaicaVM.
4.3.3 Supporting Asynchronous Event Handling.
In most embedded systems, applications should be aware of environmental objects (e.g., sensors
and controllers in robots, engines and vehicles), and then react to environmental changes for the
assurance of the correctness of system execution. For example, in a hospital intensive care unit,
the system must react if the łpanicž button is pressed, and then send a paging information to the
patient's duty doctor for immediate health care [58]. In such a system, the action łpressing the panic
buttonž is an asynchronous event and can be triggered at any time from the external environment.
The interactions between the application and environmental objects could be realised with either
time-triggered or event triggered approaches. The time-triggered approach can be realised by
periodically-released real-time threads in RTSJ e.g., a periodic thread that keeps monitoring the
status of the łpanicž button, and are supported by the proposed methodology in Sections 4.3.1
and 4.3.2. In contrast, the event-triggered programming provides a more lexible programming
style, where threads are triggered by the occurrence of external events via interrupts. In addition,
the event-triggered approach avoids additional overheads for maintaining many threads (e.g., using
one thread for each environmental object), and thus, reduces the eforts for thread communication
and synchronisation.
As described in Section 4.3.1, in RTSJ, Asynchronous Event Handlers (AEHs) are supported
to handle situations where tasks miss their deadlines, which share the same philosophy as the
Asynchronous Events (AEs) triggered by the external environment. Similarly, external events
are also handled by AEHs in RTSJ speciication. To support event-triggered programming in
the proposed methodology, transformation rule Thread2AsyncEventHandler is deined to provide
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automated transformation from standard Java threads to AsyncEventHandler objects in RTSJ, as
illustrated by Figure 5.
For each external event, it is bind to an AsyncEvent object in RTSJ, which in turn, is associated
with an AsyncEventHandler object. To transform the RTSJ event handling facility for one external
event from the standard Java application, the handling thread (along with its Runnable object
and the faultRecovery() method) should be provided in the input source code. In addition,
the reference of the external event, the scheduling and release parameters for the transformed
AsyncEventHandler object must be speciied in the application requirement. Similar with the
Thread2RealtimeThread transformation, the Runnable object and the faultRecovery() method
of the standard Java thread are mapped to the Runnable object and the DeadlineMissHandler
respectively in the generated AsyncEventHandler object. In addition, the scheduling and release
parameters given in the application requirement are assigned to the generated AEH. Note that
all AEHs are released aperiodically in the proposed methodology. Then, an AsyncEvent object is
created to represent the external event via binding the event's identiier given by the application
requirement. Finally, the AEH is registered to the AE so that it is executed each time the associated
event is ired.
⁄⁄ Happening of External Event
public static final String ee1_id = "ee1";
⁄⁄ Asynchronous Event Handler
public static final String aeh1_jthread = "thread3";
public static final String aeh1_id = "aeh1";
public static final int aeh1_cost = 10;
public static final int aeh1_deadline = 250;
public static final int aeh1_priority = 10;
⁄⁄ Asynchronous Event
public static final String ae1_id = "ae1";
public static final String ae1_binding = ee1_id;
public static final String ae1_handling = aeh1_id;

Listing 7. Example real-time application requirements of an asynchronous event handling facility

Listing 7 provides an example application speciication of asynchronous event handling for an
external event, which contains the identiier of the external event, the identiier of the handling
thread in the input source code, and parameters of the associated AE and its handler. For each
asynchronous event, the references of the external objects and its handler are given for the binding.
Note that as deined by RTSJ speciication, the happening of an external event is modelled by a
String object, which gives the handle of the external object.
public class RTAsyncEventHandler extends AsyncEventHandler {
public RTAsyncEventHandler(String name, int priority, int cost, int deadline, Runnable
logic, AsyncEventHandler deadlineMissHandler) {
PriorityParameters priorityP = new PriorityParameters(priority);
AperiodicParameters releaseP = new AperiodicParameters(new RelativeTime(cost,
0), new RelativeTime(deadline, 0), deadlineMissHandler);
super(priorityP, releaseP, null, null, null, false);
this.setName(name);
}
@Override
public void handleAsyncEvent() {
logic.run();
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}
}
...
RTAsyncEventHandler aeh1 = new RTAsyncEventHandler(SystemSpec.aeh1_id,
SystemSpec.aeh1_priority, SystemSpec.aeh1_cost, SystemSpec.aeh1_deadline,
Utility.getThread(SystemSpec.aeh1_jthread));
RTAsyncEvent ae1 = new RTAsyncEvent(SystemSpec.ae1_id);
ae1.setHandler(Utility.getHandler(SystemSpec.aeh1_id));
ae1.bindTo(SystemSpec.ae1_binding);

Listing 8. Output implementation of the RTSJ asynchronous event handling facility

Ωith the transformation rule Thread2AsyncEventHandler applied, the corresponding AsynEvent
and AsynEventHandler objects conform to RTSJ can be generated, as given in Listing 8. The
standard Java thread in the input source code is passed to the constructor of aeh1 object, and
its run() method is executed in the handleAsyncEvent() method of the RTAsyncEventHandler
class. In addition, its name, scheduling and aperiodic release parameter are also assigned during the
construction of the AEH objects, based on the given application requirement. Then, the AsyncEvent
object is generated, which sets the aeh1 object as its handler and is bind to the external event
ae1_binding. After the binding, this asynchronous event handling facility is activated, where aeh1
will be executed each time when the event occurs. Finally, as the JamacaVM and its real-time GC is
applied, the objects of external environment happening (e.g., a sensor monitor object) are created
in the Java Heap memory space. Similarly, their associated events and handlers are also created in
this memory area, and thus, the memory-related parameters of the generated AEHs are set to be
empty and the noHeap lag is set to false.
Theoretically, each AE can be associated with more than one AEHs and vice versa. However, for
simplicity, the current version of the proposed methodology deines that one AE is designated to one
AEH only, but allows that each AEH can be associated with more than one AEs (e.g., one deadlinemiss handler can be associated with the deadline-miss events of multiple schedulable objects).
Ωhen an external event is ired, its associated AE is stored into a queue and will be handled by a
server thread. The AEs are ordered by the priories of their associated handlers. The server thread
takes AEs from the queue individually according to the priority order, and executes their associated
AEHs. The priority of the server thread is dynamic and relects the priority of the executing AEH.
As the current version of the proposed methodology aims at the uni-processor systems, this single
server thread execution model is suicient. Ωith such a single server thread model, there is no
need for explicit communication facility between the handlers as they simply read and write from
shared objects one by one with no contention. However, as stated in [19], this execution model
can raise the issue of unbounded priority inversion [58], where a low priority executing handler
prevents the execution of a high priority queuing handler, and in turn, be preempted by a real-time
thread with an intermediate priority. To bound the priority inversion, the proposed method deines
that the priority of the server thread should be the maximum value between the priority of the
handler it is currently executing and the priority of the handler at the front of the event handler
queue, assuming the ixed-priority scheduling scheme.
Further, as described in [19], a multiple server threads execution model (with one or more handler
queues) is more lexible and is desirable in multiprocessor real-time systems. However, using such
a event handing model requires additional facilities for handler allocation and synchronisation.
Extensions towards the asynchronous event handling model is a part of the future research topic
given in Section 6, where the proposed methodology can be extended for multiprocessor real-time
systems.
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4.3.4 Supporting Asynchronous Transfer of Control.
The last major RTSJ facility supported by our proposed methodology is the Asynchronous Transfer
of Control (ATC) facility, where the point of execution of a schedulable object (e.g., a real-time
thread or an asynchronous event handier) can be changed by another schedulable object [58].
ATC is a common feature supported by many real-time programming language speciications (e.g.,
Ada), and provides an approach to enable immediate response of schedulable objects to certain
conditions, such as recovery from a system error or execution mode changes. For instance, if
a real-time thread detects a major system fault, it must inform other real-time threads quickly
and safely so that immediate recovery actions can be performed collectively by these schedulable
objects in a coordinated fashion.
In standard Java applications, asynchronous thread control is commonly realised by thread interruption via calling interrupt() method explicitly on the target thread. Then, an InterruptedExce
ption can be thrown by the target thread, and will be handled in the designated catch clause.
However, this approach cannot guarantee immediate attention of the target threads when the
interruption is ired. Ωith standard Java exception handling model, interruptions can be delayed
if the target threads are not blocked in interruptible methods (i.e., join(), sleep() and wait()
methods). Therefore, a standard Java thread has to check for its interruption status periodically
via the isInterrupted() method, and hence, can incur the delay of the interval of the checking
period.
RTSJ achieves the ATC feature via extending the standard Java exception handling model and
thread interruption facility, where the exception łAsynchronously Interrupted Exception" (AIE)
is provided to interrupt real-time schedulable objects. In RTSJ, invocation to the interrupt()
method of a schedulable object automatically throws the system generic AIE, rather than the
InterruptedException in Standard Java. To support asynchronous interruption, the speciication
requires the that all methods that allow the delivery of an AIE (i.e., can be interrupted) must
place this exception explicitly in their throw list. Such methods are termed as the asynchronously
interruptible methods (i.e., AI-methods). Ωhen a schedulable object (e.g., a real-time thread) is
interrupted (by calling interrupt() method) while executing in an AI-method, an AIE is generated
by the underlying VM and is thrown immediately. In contrast, methods that do not throw AIE or
with the synchronized keyword are termed as ACT-deferred methods. In such methods, an AIE is
still generated but is held pending until the thread enters into a AI-method. By doing so, methods
without ATC concern or access shared resources can still execute safely in the presence of an AIE.
However, as deined in RTSJ speciication, AIE can only be handled by ATC-deferred methods.
This is to prevent the situation where the handler is interrupted by another AIE. In addition, even
if the AIE is caught and handled, it will still keep propagating until clear() method is called. This
method tests whether the AIE is pending on the currently-executing schedulable object. If so, the
AIE is set to non-pending and will stop propagation. Otherwise, the AIE can be left non-handled
and be delivered to the calling method. Ωith ATC applied, the output RTSJ application removes
the need for polling the thread's interruption status periodically and can guarantee immediate
response of the interrupted schedulable objects.
As the ATC facility is mainly supported by the underlying VM (e.g., the JamaicaVM), limited
eforts are requirement to achieve the transformation from standard Java thread interruption to
RTSJ ATC. Transformation rule Interruption2ATC is deined by the proposed methodology for this
transformation. Firstly, during the T2M transformation phase (recall Figure 2), the interruption
delivery methods and the handling method in the standard Java input source code can be identiied
via examining the throws InterruptedException clause and the catch clause respectively. Then,
the InterruptedException is replaced by the AsynchronouslyInterruptedException in these
methods during the M2M transformation phase. In addition, the clear() method is added into the
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Fig. 6. Transformation rules to resolve run-time environment dependencies

catch clause of the handling methods to test whether the caught AIE is the one that is pending on
the current method. If so, the handling code in the input source code will be executed. Otherwise,
no actions are required and the AIE will keep propagating until it is caught by the pending method.
This checking is done automatically by the underlying JamaicaVM.
Finally, note that in the current version of proposed methodology, a method that both throws
and catches an AIE is not allowed and will results into an invalid Java Model during the Model
Validation phase i.e., nested ATC model is not supported. Extensions towards supporting more
lexible ATC model (e.g., multiple AIEs and nested ATC model) in the proposed Java to RTSJ
automation methodology is listed as a possible future research topic in Section 6.
4.3.5 Transformation Rules for Run-Time Environment Dependencies.
Besides the transformation rules discussed above, RTSJ applications require a dedicated run-time
Environment in order to be executed with real-time properties. Therefore, there is a need to execute
a transformation to convert standard Java run-time Environment dependencies into RTSJ run-time
Environment dependencies.
Figure 6 illustrates the transformation rule that converts these run-time environment dependencies. As shown in the igure, a typical standard Java run-time environment is equipped with
a non-real-time garbage collector, a system clock with granularity in milliseconds, utility timers,
standard Java exceptions. In addition, standard Java threads are mapped to native level threads and
are scheduled by the underlying operating system.
In order for the output application with the RTSJ facilities generated in the above sections
to execute successfully and to satisfy the application's timing requirements, a RTSJ run-time
environment is required. The right side of Figure 6 shows an example of JamaicaVM-based RTSJ runtime environment. This JaimaicaJM RTSJ run-time is equipped with a dedicated real-time garbage
collector running in the Heap memory, a real-time wall clock, iner-grained HighResolutionTime
objects with granularity in nanoseconds and additional RTSJ related exceptions and a Fixed Priority
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preemptive scheduler mechanisms. The mappings from Standard Java run-time environment to
RTSJ run-time environment is drawn in Figure 6 using dashed lines.
Among the facilities considered in the targeted RTSJ run-time environment, the real-time garbage
collector is enabled and the ixed priority scheduler is applied as default by JaimaicaVM. The standard Java clock is transformed to javax.realtime.Clock in javax.realtime package so that the
invocations to obtain the current system time12 is replaced by the method Clock.getRealtimeCloc
k().getTime(). Further, as required by the RTSJ speciication, time units in RTSJ should be modelled by HighResolutionTime as either a AbsoluteTime or a RelativeTime object, where the later
two time units are sub-classes of the former. For instance, the temporal properties (e.g., period, cost
and deadline) for a real-time thread will be generated as the RelativeTime objects before they are
assigned to the construction method of RealtimeThread. Finally, additional exceptions introduced
by Class RTSJ is generated into the output implementation where applicable. For instance, for
each synchronised method, a CeilingViolationException exception should be thrown for illegal
ceiling priority assignment. After this transformation is executed, the target model should have
dependencies to RTSJ run-time resolved.
5 MODELLING SUPPORT OF RTSJ APPLICATIONS — A SYNTHESIS METHODOLOGY

Fig. 7. A light weight metamodel for modelling with RTSJ

In previous sections, an automation methodology for standard Java to real-time Java application
migration is discussed, which provides conversion from standard Java applications to real-time
applications that are compliant to RTSJ. However, engineering scenarios do not always begin with
creating a standard Java application. In certain cases (e.g., developing a new application), engineers
typically have to start from scratch to create real-time Java applications i.e., without any reference
implementation by the standard Java programming language. To ease the development, testing
12 The

method System.currentTimeMillis().
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and veriication process of creating new RTSJ applications, a light-weight modelling language
is proposed in this section, which allows engineers to create a RTSJ model that describes their
real-time applications. Then, with the user-deined RTSJ application model in hand, model-to-text
transformations are performed to generate structural Java source code (using RTSJ constructs) as
the inal output, to improve the eiciency of engineers throughout the entire development cycle
and to eliminate human-related errors via automation.
Figure 7 shows the proposed light weight RTSJ metamodel. The root element is NamedElement,
in which engineers can use className to name their class extension (e.g. extensions to AsyncEvent),
and use objectName to name their objects. Meta-element RTElement directly inherits NamedElement,
where users can describe the real time properties of their real-time objects (e.g. a real-time
thread or an AEH) using scheduling and release proprieties priority, cost and deadline.
Meta-element RTPackage maps to a Java package, it may contain RTSJ Classes. Meta-element
ExternalHappening is used to capture external events that may be wrapped as an AsyncEvent.
Abstract meta-element AsyncEvent is used to model an Asynchronous Event in RTSJ, it may refer
to ExternalHappening(s). Abstract meta-element AsyncEventHandler is used to model an asynchronous event handler for Asynchronous Events in RTSJ. Note that an AsyncEventHandler may
refer to a number of AsyncEvent, but an AsyncEvent must have one AsyncEventHandler. Metaelements AE_Extension and AEH_Extension enables the users to create their own extensions
to AsyncEvent and AsyncEventHandler respectively. Abstract meta-element RealtimeThread
is used to capture a real-time thread object in RTSJ. The extensions of RealtimeThread (i.e.,
RTPeriodicThread and RTAperiodicThread) are provided for users to allow diferent real-time
thread release models, as speciied in RTSJ speciication.
[%
var className = self.className;
var ePackageName = self.eContainer().name;
%]
package [%=ePackageName%];
import javax.realtime.AsyncEventHandler;
import javax.realtime.PriorityParameters;
import javax.realtime.AperiodicParameters;
...
public class [%=className%] extends AsyncEventHandler {
public static final String
public static final String
public static final String
public static final String
protected Runnalbe logic =

priority = [%=self.priority%];
cost = [%=self.cost%];
deadline = [%=self.deadline%];
name = [%=self.objectName%];
null;

public [%=className%](Runnable logic, AyncEventHandler deadlineMissHandler)
{
PriorityParameters priority_parameters = new PriorityParameters(priority);
AperiodicParameters release_parameters = new AperiodicParameters(new RelativeTime(cost, 0),
new RelativeTime(deadline, 0),
deadlineMissHandler);
super(priority_parameters, release_parameters, null, null, null, false);
this.setName(name);
this.logic = logic;
}
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public [%=className%](String name, int priority, int cost, int deadline, Runnable logic,
AyncEventHandler deadlineMissHandler)
{
PriorityParameters priority_parameters = new PriorityParameters(priority);
AperiodicParameters release_parameters = new AperiodicParameters(new RelativeTime(cost, 0),
new RelativeTime(deadline, 0),
deadlineMissHandler);
super(priority_parameters, release_parameters, null, null, null, false);
this.setName(name);
this.logic = logic;
}
@Override
protected void handleAsyncEvent() {
logic.run();
}
}

Listing 9. Example Model-to-Text transformation writen in EGL to generate an extension class of
AsyncEventHandler

Ωith the RTSJ models constructed, model-to-text transformations can be executed on them. Listing 9
shows a model-to-text transformation script written in Epsilon Generation Language (EGL) [42]
for generating extension classes of AsyncEventHandler. For model-to-text generations, there are
static sections and dynamic sections, dynamic sections in EGL are enclosed with square brackets (i.e.
[ and ]). As it can be seen in Listing 9, dynamic sections uses information from the model to generate
extension classes of AsyncEventHandler, with most static sections automatically generated, human
error factors can be eliminated. It is to be noted that the model-to-text transformations provided in
our approach only generate template-like Java classes, the developers typically need to write their
algorithms and logic in their deined Runnable instances.
6 OPEN CHALLENGES AND FURTHER RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Plenty of open questions and research opportunities are introduced by this work. In this section,
we discuss some of the challenges and point towards selected future research directions.
First, the current version of the proposed toolchain assumes the presence of a real-time garbage
collector (e.g., the one supported by JamaicaVM), which allows the execution of real-time threads
in Heap memory. However, in situations where a real-time GC is not available, an explicit memory
management model must be constructed by ScpoedMemory to guarantee temporal requirements of
real-time Java applications, as executing in Heap memory will sufer from unpredictable interference
of standard Java garbage collector. One major challenge of this Java to RTSJ automation approach
is to provide a generic memory management model that suits all types of RTSJ applications. The
memory management model in RTSJ is highly speciic to the application characteristics (especially,
the correlation of those real-time threads) and is diicult to generate based merely on the knowledge
from the input source code. In addition, a future version of the proposed toolchain may include the
measurement (or analysis) of certain task execution parameters (e.g., ΩCET) in the automation
process, towards a higher degree of automation.
A possible workaround is to enforce an SCJ (Safety-Critical Java)-like programming model [13, 46],
which imposes restrictions towards the application structure but is suicient to provide the required
functionalities. In the SCJ, threads are grouped into missions, which are executed by one or more
mission sequencers (i.e., missions can be executed concurrently). This programming model conforms
to a speciic memory management framework [45]. In the SCJ, each mission has its own memory
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block and each thread in that mission is also assigned with a private memory area, building upon
the memory block of the associated mission. Once a mission is inished (i.e., all its threads are
signalled to be terminated), its associated memory block (and subsequently, memory areas of
its threads) will be reclaimed during a mission cleanUp phase. However, applying this memory
model in the proposed methodology requires extra information describing the correlation between
those real-time threads in order to allocate them correctly into each individual group for memory
allocation.
Second, as an initial attempt on the topic, we have targeted at a simple and widely-applied
uniprocessor environment and focused mainly on the functionality of the proposed toolchain. There
is a trend that most of the existing real-time programming speciications are extended to support
multiprocessor and distributed systems [62]. The proposed approach can also be extended to support
multiprocessor features with multiprocessor scheduling policies, resource sharing techniques and
multiple server thread asynchronous event handling model taken into account [60, 61]. In addition,
as the application scenarios of real-time systems become more sophisticated, supporting complex
system semantics (e.g., in the presence of release jitters, shared resources or nested AIEs) is also
desirable and should be investigated.
In addition, as illustrated in Figure 2, there is an open question to be answered when the given
applications are found unschedulable after model validation. One possible solution would be the
reconiguration of system scheduling parameters to achieve better schedulability (i.e., transferring
systems that are deemed unschedulable into feasible real-time systems). Such reconiguration is
worthwhile especially for complex systems (e.g., multiprocessor systems with shared resources),
where optimal scheduling solutions may not be available. In such cases, a search-based algorithm
could be applied for searching threads' parameters and feasible resource sharing protocols that
can achieve a schedulable system [59]. In addition, further improvement can be made towards
other perspectives of real-time systems, such as sustainability and robustness in the presence of
additional interference.
From the programming language perspective, the proposed automated toolchain can be generalised to support diferent programming languages (e.g., C⁄C++ and Ada) and their real-time,
safety-critical and high-integrity extension proiles (e.g., MISRA C⁄C++ [22, 53] and Spark Ada [6]).
Such eforts are worthwhile as they remove the restriction on the usage of a speciic programming
language (and its extensions) in the proposed automated toolchain and provide solutions towards
those major programming languages in embedded systems.
From the model-driven perspective, for those programming languages where reverse engineering
facilities may not be available (e.g., C and Ada), modelling real-time systems from system speciication directly and then generating implementation via code generation facilities would be desirable.
There are several modelling languages which are capable of modelling real-time systems, e.g., the
Architectural Analysis and Design Language (AADL), the Uniied Modelling Language (UML), the
Systems Modelling Language (SysML), the Modelling and Analysis of Real-Time Embedded Systems
(MARTE) UML proile, and the AADL for UML proile are all feasible languages for modelling
real-time systems.
However, there are shortcomings in these languages discussed above. AADL is not an open
modelling language, and there is a lack of modelling capabilities for the system behaviour. UML is
a general modelling language. However, it lacks the formalism needed in modelling of the realtime systems. SysML shares the same problem as UML. MARTE provides extensive modelling
capabilities, which leads to the complexity of the language itself. Consequently, a MARTE model
could get complex quickly, leading to complex models and diagrams which are hard to manage. A
new modelling language is therefore needed for the real-time systems community to address the
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above shortcomings. Ωith this modelling language, we could generate the real-time applications in
programming languages such as Java, Ada and C.
7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, two model-based development methodologies have been proposed, which automatically generate RTSJ-compliant implementations through either transforming the existing
time-sharing standard Java applications or modelling customised RTSJ applications using a lightweight modelling language from scratch. The proposed methodologies ease the development of
real-time systems by allowing software engineers to construct real-time Java applications without necessary knowledge of the RTSJ programming speciication. The proposed methodologies
provide real-time system development solutions that reduce software development cost, increase
productivity and eliminate human-related errors by automating the entire implementation process.
In particular, the Java to RTSJ transformation methodology is favourable to those organisations
with a need to re-develop their products to possess real-time features while the RTSJ modelling
approach is valuable when no standard Java reference implementation is available. The complete
standard Java to RTSJ conversion automation architecture is presented, with the required actions
in each transformation phase described in detail. Transformation rules are also presented for
generating major RTSJ facilities and the RTSJ run-time environment based on the JamaicaVM with
the given inputs. In addition, the RTSJ application modelling approach is illustrated and explained,
with output implementation example provided using model-to-text transmissions.
The proposed methodologies raise plenty of research questions and possible research directions,
which can be investigated together by the embedded systems, programming languages as well as
MDE communities. They have been discussed with motivation and preliminary approaches. In
future, we aim to provide a complete and fully functional Java to RTSJ transformation toolchain
and RTSJ modelling tool-kit to fully exploit the potentials of Model-Driven Engineering for realtime programming using RTSJ, and to evaluate the eicacy of the proposed RTSJ development
automation methods.
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